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Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

Strategy to 2016
Our vision is that Irish
enterprise will be a
powerhouse of economic
growth and job creation
in Ireland.
Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy sets out our vision,
strategic goals and key deliverables. It details initiatives
and actions that will create 40,000+ new jobs in Irish
companies and increase Irish exports by ¤5bn by 2016.
This strategy will drive the greatest export gain and job
creation ever achieved in any three year period by Irish
companies. The associated annual spend in Ireland will
increase national prosperity in towns and cities across
Ireland.

+¤5bn

+40,000

¤20bn+

Exports

New Jobs

Spend in the Irish
Economy
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Irish Industry
as a Powerhouse of Job Creation
Our business is starting and
growing world-class Irish
enterprises, targeting global
markets, levering off Enterprise
Ireland’s support platform.

Plan for Jobs, the Strategy for Trade, Tourism
and Investment and the Science and Technology
Strategy.
The strong performance of Irish companies
over the period of the previous strategy, against

Driving Enterprise
Delivering Jobs
This Enterprise Ireland strategy
‘Driving Enterprise, Delivering
Jobs’ is about maximising
growth and job creation within
Irish-owned businesses.

Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

Employment growth within Irish companies will
be fuelled by an increase in global demand for
Irish products and services. Enterprise Ireland will
lead a drive to increase total exports from ¤17bn
to ¤22bn by 2016, an increase of ¤5bn.
Beyond 2016, the targeted uplift in indigenous

challenging economic conditions, is testament
This Enterprise Ireland strategy builds on the

to the internationally competitive leading

It is about starting and growing more world-class

exports is projected to result in exports increasing

strong performance of Irish companies achieved

products and services of Irish companies and

Irish businesses and targeting global markets of

by ¤10bn to ¤27bn, by 2020.

in the previous Strategy 2011—2013, which saw

the ambitious and capable founders and leaders

greatest potential.

Enterprise Ireland support the creation of more

whose innovation, hard-work and determination

than 34,000 new jobs in Irish companies. At

has led them to achieve strong positions in global

the end of 2013, direct employment in Irish

markets.

manufacturing and internationally traded service
companies was 175,000 people, and indirect

Enterprise Ireland has partnered with these

employment at more than 300,000 people.

companies to help them achieve success.

This equates to one in every six jobs in Ireland.

We helped them to start, develop and grow

The impact of this employment translates into

opportunity for them to compete and win

spending in the Irish economy of c. ¤19bn

in global markets. We have actively assisted

annually and the positive effects of this economic

companies to create and sustain employment and

activity are felt across all sectors of the economy,

in so doing, have improved the wider prosperity

from agri-food to construction, and retail to

of towns and cities across Ireland.

This Strategy will see Enterprise Ireland support
the creation of a further 40,000 new jobs in Irish
companies, by 2016.

to optimal scale, leveraging open doors of

hospitality. The scale of this impact highlights the
fact that Irish companies, when taken together,
are ‘big employers’ and make an invaluable
contribution to the Irish economy.
The improved employment potential, which is
the critical goal of this strategy, is an essential
contribution to successful delivery of the Action
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For the companies themselves, success has
resulted in the ability to grow their businesses to
a scale that delivers optimal return on investment
made. For the taxpayer and Enterprise Ireland,
the return on driving Irish enterprise is in the jobs
sustained and created in Ireland. Creating and
sustaining employment is central to a sustainable
and enriched society overall.
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Our Vision

Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

Our vision is that Irish companies,
supported by Enterprise Ireland,
will be a powerhouse behind
economic growth and job
creation in Ireland.

The successful delivery of this
strategy will drive the greatest
export gain and job creation
ever achieved in any three year
strategy by Enterprise Ireland
companies, by 2016.

Enterprise Ireland is the platform
for international business growth.

Irish innovation will dominate in niche sectors

We will continue to provide services and

in markets of the world as never before. The

supports that have delivered results in the

associated annual spend in Ireland will mean that

past. New initiatives and instruments will be

company growth spectrum, from start-ups to

as Irish businesses thrive in global markets, all

introduced to accelerate the rate of new business

exporting SMEs and large companies, responding

regions across Ireland will experience the beneﬁts

creation and the achievement of business scale,

to the global market opportunities and technology

of growth powered by Irish-owned business.

across all stages of company growth.

Achieving this vision will require
a major drive for scale in all of
our clients, tailored to their position on the

We will develop a new way of working with our
clients that will see us back those businesses that
have the ambition and potential to achieve scale
in international markets and add jobs in Ireland.

research expertise and linkages available.
Four pillars provide focus and new momentum to
fuel the powerhouse.

Start

Innovate

Scale

Anticipate

Enterprise Ireland’s Four Pillars Driving the Powerhouse
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Start
Innovate
Scale
Anticipate

Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

We are taking a new approach
to driving Ireland’s national
entrepreneurship performance,
helping more entrepreneurs
than ever before.
Our ambition is to establish Ireland as the best
small country in the world in which to start a
new business.
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Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

>Start >Innovate >Scale >Anticipate

To optimise the start-up
eco-system in Ireland we will
work with the Local Enterprise
Offices to provide supports to
a much wider cohort of start-up
businesses.
To enhance the overall ‘entrepreneurial journey’,
and to drive consistency of service nationally, we
will develop our Centre of Excellence for MicroEnterprise & Small Business within Enterprise Ireland.
We will continue to invest directly via our
own investments and indirectly through
our investments in seed and venture capital
programmes, to ensure adequate availability of
capital for start-ups.
We will continue to encourage and facilitate the
presence of international and local accelerators
in Ireland and other networks that support
entrepreneurship.
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> To facilitate peer-to-peer knowledge and

target and win 45 inward start-up investments

We will work with regional partners to develop

experience sharing, we will establish a new

for Ireland by 2016.

bespoke Regional Entrepreneurship Plans that

‘Founders Network’.
To deepen the pool of start-ups of international

build on the competences and strengths of the
region such as the presence of multi-national

> We will actively encourage more Irish owned

scale, we will develop a new way of working with

companies, third level institutes, Technology

companies to consider benefits of staying in

the most ambitious, capable founders, placing

Centres & Gateways and the existence of sectoral

longer and to consider IPO as an option.

them on faster growth trajectories.

We will help more than 550 new internationally

We will tailor supports and services according

focussed businesses to get started.

to export growth capabilities and aspirations,

clusters.
We’re really getting behind entrepreneurs with
big ideas and great ambitions to grow their
businesses in international markets.

working intensely with those that have greatest
We will work intensely with 300 new high

ambition and ability to grow exports and add jobs

potential start-up businesses to accelerate their

in Ireland.

To support ambitious start-up businesses as they

international growth, providing supports directly

drive into international markets we will:

under the High Potential Start-up Programme.

We will set ambitious targets for shortening the
time to achieve key turnover milestones of ¤1m

> Introduce a new ‘early market feedback’ system

To encourage the establishment of businesses

that will assess the needs and capabilities of start-

from sources that are traditionally under-

ups, prior to market entry.

represented sources, such as female founders

By 2016, a new cohort of Irish-owned, high

and young entrepreneurs, we will provide tailored

tech fast-growth start-up businesses will have

funding supports and bespoke initiatives.

emerged as a powerful indigenous engine of

> Make a range of management development

employment and economic growth.

initiatives available, to ensure the maximum level
of market-readiness and therefore, success.

and ¤3m.

We will intensify our efforts to attract
internationally mobile entrepreneurs we will
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Start
Innovate
Scale
Anticipate

Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

Innovation is at the heart of
gaining competitive advantage
in business and central to our
clients’ ability to compete and
win in international markets.
We will continue to shape and develop Ireland’s
market-driven research and development
capabilities to meet exacting business needs.
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Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

>Start >Innovate >Scale >Anticipate

We will help our clients to leveroff the excellent innovation
platform that exists in Ireland, to
develop a competitive edge in
international markets through:

We will review the potential for more near-market

As a result 330 new technologies will be

To identify innovation needs and apply best-

problem-solving research funding initiatives and

transferred to industry by 2016.

practice methodologies, we will develop a

we will introduce initiatives aimed at placing

new innovation offer including an ‘innovation

post-graduates to work in close collaboration

> Building international linkages:

audit’, and launch a new Innovation Leadership

with SMEs, delivering market driven solutions for

To build International Linkages and win

Capability Programme to equip managers with

industry.

international funding for Ireland we will continue

key innovation capabilities.

our national coordination role for Horizon 2020 to
> Building collaboration:
Harnessing the brightest minds in our technology
centres and academia we will drive the
commercialisation of new innovative technologies,

This drive for greater collaboration between

maximise the opportunity for Ireland and continue

industry and academia will result in more than

our role in respect of the European Space Agency

2,400 collaborative innovations by 2016.

to maximise the engagement of Irish companies
and researchers.

turning cool-tech ideas into brand new processes,

> Driving commercialisation:

new products, new business, optimising state

To drive commercialisation and new company-

We will target and win ¤500m funding for

investment in Research & Innovation.

creation we will work with Knowledge Transfer

Ireland by 2016 from Horizon 2020 with specific

Ireland (KTI) and Business Partners Programmes,

objectives for business and SMEs.

We will develop new simplified models of

to optimise the commercialisation of research and

engagement for SMEs to access and benefit from

new business creation and research spin-outs.

We will continue to drive innovation and R&D

the innovation eco-system.
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> Supporting in-company R&D:

To encourage and mentor aspiring

performance through the R&D Fund and

We will develop an Innovation Partnership

entrepreneurs and to support projects under

Innovation Capability Programmes from initial

offering for smaller projects and extend the

the ‘Commercialisation Fund’ as a result, we

feasibility phase right through to high performing

Innovation Voucher Initiative to medium-sized

will initiate a pilot ‘entrepreneurs in residence’

R&D companies.

companies.

programme on-campus.
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Start
Innovate
Scale
Anticipate

Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

To maximise the export and
employment gains of Irish
companies, we need to build more
Irish companies of scale.
To increase the number of companies that achieve
business scale we are backing business leaders
with big ambitions, through a new tailored
approach to scaling companies.
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Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

>Start >Innovate >Scale >Anticipate

This new model of engagement
will recognise and respond to
different challenges of exporting
companies, according to
company size and growth stage.
We will increase service delivery through smart

with IDA Ireland to drive an increase of ¤100m in

We will work with key stakeholders to further

potential.

global sourcing sales by 2016.

influence the availability of sufficient and
competitively priced export working capital

To achieve the ambitious export target of

We will continue to assist our clients to

facilities in line with competitor countries,

¤22bn by 2016 we will continue to vigorously

proactively access national and International

including a focus on higher risk markets.

pursue opportunities in developed markets,

public procurement opportunities, along the lines

while strengthening our efforts in high growth

of the US SBIR initiative.

markets.

We will work with stakeholders to develop the
availability of a wide range of funding instruments

To ensure that Irish business owners and

for companies through all stages of growth,

To consolidate exports in established markets

managers have the essential capabilities and

to ensure Irish companies have access to the

an even wider number of companies.

such as the US, UK and Eurozone we will drive the

capacity to support ambitious international

necessary finance and Ireland remains competitive.

internationalisation of Irish enterprise in identified

growth strategies, we will substantially invest in

We will continue to provide direct supports to

areas of greatest realisable opportunity, in line

supports and programmes to address gaps in

To ensure that Irish businesses remain

with market/sector prioritisation, focused on the

client capability and capacity, in key functional

competitive, we will continue to provide supports

areas of opportunity with clear potential to deliver

areas such as Leadership, Skills Development and

that drive efficiencies including competitiveness-

greatest job impact.

Competitiveness Building.

building initiatives and ‘Lean Business

technology, self-assessment and use of diagnostics,
clinics, and awareness raising workshops, reaching

assist companies with internationalisation plans,
including access to the supports provided by
Enterprise Ireland’s International Network of
overseas offices, International Trade Missions,
Sales and Marketing Review tools and financial
supports such as the Market Access Grant and the
Business Links programme.
We will continue to be at the forefront of an
international drive for our clients, expanding our
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export platform, in markets of greatest growth

Programmes’.
We will continue to lever Enterprise Ireland’s

To ensure that Irish companies have adequate

direct in-market knowledge of trends, emerging

and appropriate access to funding to meet

As a result of these initiatives to build

opportunities, end-user needs and supplier

their international growth aspirations we will

international scale we will see a stronger cohort

capabilities, to more proactively alert our clients

continue to provide funding directly in the form

of Irish multi-national firms, with niche positions

to developing market trends. Under our Global

of equity and funding for expansion, research and

in global markets.

Sourcing Strategy we will deepen our engagement

development and training.
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Start
Innovate
Scale
Anticipate

Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

While focusing on job creation
up to 2016, it is crucial that we
put in place the building blocks
of future competitive advantage,
to maximise economic and
employment growth to 2020
and beyond.
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Enterprise Ireland’s Strategy to 2016

>Start >Innovate >Scale >Anticipate

Our goal is to invest in the sectors,
markets and technologies of the
future and to help our clients to
anticipate and respond to growth
opportunities efficiently.
To help our clients establish strong positions
in sectors of the future, we will act as a radar of
trends in markets and technologies for our clients,
communicating foresight and knowledge to our
clients to help them to address challenges and
seize opportunities.

gains means relentlessly pursuing the best

> Undertake a prospecting role in HGMs and

Next Generation Genomics, to help our clients to

opportunities in the markets that can deliver most

complete a programme of study visits to

anticipate and adapt to disruptive technologies.

to our future prosperity.

developmental markets.
We will ensure strategies are end-market needs

In High Growth Markets (HGMs) of great

> Develop a range of Access Market Capability

potential such as South Africa, United Arab

programmes that build on Enterprise Ireland’s

Emirates, Qatar, ASEAN, China, India, Brazil

Access Silicon Valley programme, to assist

We will work at regional level to strengthen the

and Western Australia, we will help our clients

companies to prepare and enter new overseas

regional business platform. Working through Local

develop sustainable positions by strategic

markets e.g. Access China etc.

Enterprise Offices, other agencies, the third level

placement of resources in-market.

driven and have a focus on sustainability.

sector and key stakeholders to harness the innate
> Work with Team Ireland in the context of

potential of each region into cohesive regional

Our ambition is to achieve a 50% increase in

implementation of the agreed approach as set

plans, creating regional clusters to drive capacity

client exports to these HGMs by 2016.

out in the recent review of the Trade, Tourism and

and job creation at regional level.

Investment Strategy to ensure maximum benefit.
We will develop ‘foresight strategies’ on key sectors,
based on a long term view, to help future-proof our
clients from unexpected shocks and to capitalise on

To capitalise on the growth potential in further,
higher growth markets we will:

Enterprise Ireland will work at centre of the
To assist our clients to adapt to the required

business and its environment, supporting the

change which will define their businesses over

creation of the optimal business eco-system

opportunities and to achieve early, strong positions

> Encourage our clients to develop in-market

the coming decade we will build capability

at regional and national level for international

in the sectors of the future, including emerging

sales capabilities to pursue opportunities in HGMs.

around technology adoption, in key disruptive

development, so that Irish enterprise can

technologies such as Mobile Internet, Cloud

perform to its highest achievable potential.

subsectors and convergent sectors.

> Increase the deployment of our resources

Technology, Internet of Things, 3D Printing,

Winning Irish business contracts in high value

in HGMs to gain further traction and build

Advanced Robotics, Energy Storage, Advanced

opportunities overseas is a key plank of this

sustainable competitive positions.

Exploration, Renewables, Advanced Materials and

strategy. Delivering the projected export

20
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Growth Will Come From
Markets of Opportunity

+25%

Enterprise Ireland will drive the Powerhouse
Enterprise Ireland clients will achieve these impressive
gains in jobs and exports by levering off the
Enterprise Ireland business development platform,
which helps Irish companies to:

+25%
NORTHERN

UNITED
KINGDOM

Develop
Strategic
business
plans

EUROPE

+25%
CENTRAL EUROPE,

+38%
USA AND

CIS AND RUSSIA

CANADA

+33%
SOUTHERN EUROPE,

Fund
international
growth
strategies

Build
leadership
and
management
capability

TO HIGH
GROWTH
MARKETS

MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA
AND INDIA (SEMEAI)

+95%
LATIN AMERICA

+50%
IN EXPORTS

Innovate
through
access to
market-led
research &
innovation

Access to
international
decision
makers,
global
buyers,
customers,
investors
and research
expertise

+59%

ASIA/PACIFIC

+25%

SALES TO IRISH
DAIRY BOARD

Achieving the Vision

Sectors of the Future

Driving the powerhouse — making it happen
We will be a voice for Irish enterprise,

Food
+22%

Manufacturing
+22%

Software
+52%

Internationally
Traded Services
+36%

Construction
+44%

influencing at government level to ensure the
optimal conditions for growth prevail. We build
consensus around the tasks of improving Ireland’s
international competitiveness, working with our
partners in industry and academia across the
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Cleantech/
Renewables,
Sustainable Green
Build End Market,
Convergent
Opportunities with
Medical Devices,
Rapid Prototyping,
Nano-tech.

BPO, Payments,
Financial Services,
Digital Marketing
and Education
Services.

Green Sustainable
Buildings, Oil and
Gas Mining, High
Tech Construction,
Pre-Cast Concrete,
Timber and
Biomass.

necessary in terms of access to finance, skills
and research expertise to optimise our clients’
business success.
Realising the full export growth potential of
Irish enterprise will require the greatest export

Collaboration will be the hallmark of this

working with strategic partners as part of a

We will work to the mandate received from, and
Verticals,
Smartphone/
Tablets, Games/
Media, e-Health.

our clients are addressed, driving the changes

performance ever from Irish companies, in

under, the policy direction of the Department of
Dairy, Infant
Formula, Drinks
Industry, Primary
Meats, Seafood.

ensure that the evolving gaps and needs of

public sector in Ireland.

strategy and central to its successful delivery.

Areas of Opportunity Include:

We will continue to work with stakeholders to

Jobs, Enterprise and Innovation, and its crossgovernment annual Action Plan for Jobs. This
also involves deepening the level of engagement
and collaboration between Enterprise Ireland
and its sister agencies, IDA Ireland, SFI, Bord Bia
and other bodies including DFAT, DFAM, and
Department of Finance.

any three year period. Delivery will involve
whole of Government effort to respond to the
job creation imperative and to ensure that the
essential building blocks are put in place to ensure
continued economic prosperity is derived from
Irish enterprise far beyond 2016.
Our plan is to optimise the full value of investment
made by Irish business founders and leaders,
by our government, in the national research
infrastructure and in our own resources, to deliver
jobs and prosperity in Ireland.
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Enterprise Ireland’s 4 Pillars
Driving The Powerhouse

What Success Will Deliver

1. Start
Actions
> Make Ireland the best small country in
the world for business

Success Will Deliver
> New support system for
microenterprise across regions

> Increase the number of start-ups and
those that achieve scale

> +550 new start-up businesses of
which 300 HPSUs

> Provide consistent supports for
microenterprise across all regions

> More start-ups of scale
> 45 inward start-up investments won
for Ireland

2. Innovate
Actions
> Help Irish companies develop a
competitive edge
> Optimise ROI on State Investment in
Research

Success Will Deliver
> +2,465 collaborative innovations
> +330 technologies transferred
> Increase in-company investment in
R&D >¤100k and >¤1m
> ¤0.5bn in Funding Horizon 2020 won
for Ireland

3. Scale
Actions
> Drive scale at all stages of company
growth

Success Will Deliver
> More Irish companies of international
scale

> Drive exports as a key engine of
growth

> ¤5bn in export gains by 2016

> Drive competitiveness initiatives as a
key accelerator of ﬁrm performance
> Bolster in-company capability to scale

> Expanded export market footprint
> Irish companies competing and
winning lucrative international
contracts
> Irish business leaders and managers
with increased capability to scale in
international markets

4. Anticipate
Actions
> Help Irish companies establish
competitive positions in advanced
technologies, sectors and high
growth markets
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Success Will Deliver
> Foresight Strategies in key sectors
and markets
> Building blocks in place to secure
long-term sustainable positions in
markets and sectors of growth

+¤5bn

+40,000

¤20bn+

Exports

New Jobs

Spend in the Irish
Economy

ENTERPRISE IRELAND
The Plaza, East Point Business Park, Dublin 3, Ireland.
An Plaza, Páirc Gnó an Phointe Thoir, Baile Átha Cliath 3, Éire.
T: +353 1 727 2000 F: +353 1 727 2020
www.enterprise-ireland.com

